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Abstract
Creativity is the generation of an artifact that is judged
to be novel and high-quality. Several computational cre-
ativity systems with diverse algorithmic foundations are
now meeting standards of novelty and quality, as judged
by experts in creative fields. The existence of these myr-
iad design approaches suggest a natural question anal-
ogous to the one addressed in information theory: Are
there fundamental limits to creativity? Here, we first re-
view a recent mathematical formalism that captures key
aspects of combinatorial creativity and yields funda-
mental tradeoffs between novelty and quality. The fun-
damental limit resembles Shannon’s capacity-cost func-
tion. Then we extend the theory to capture intentional-
ity in creativity, treating it as a communication prob-
lem, where a creative artifact must not only be novel
and high-quality, but also reliably convey a message
of given information rate. The resulting fundamental
limit resembles the information bottleneck optimization
in machine learning.

Introduction
Computational creativity systems are now able to produce
ideas and artifacts that are judged to meet standards of nov-
elty and utility by experts in creative domains, see e.g. (Bo-
den 2004; 2015; Colton and Wiggins 2012; Varshney et
al. 2019; Keskar et al. 2019), according to a variety of
assessment criteria (Jordanous 2012; Colton et al. 2014;
Lamb, Brown, and Clarke 2018; Riedl 2015; Hashimoto,
Zhang, and Liang 2019). Yet, it has been unclear whether
there are upper bounds on how creative any system can be,
whether human, machine, or hybrid. This suggests the need
for a general theory of creativity that would yield fundamen-
tal limits, analogous to the Shannon limit for reliable com-
munication in the presence of noise (Shannon 1948) or the
Carnot limit for efficiency of engines (Carnot 1824). Note
that such limit theorems are prevalent in mathematical sys-
tems theories (Auyang 2004) and determined within closed
deductive systems that require abstraction to establish.

Fundamental limit theorems serve several different pur-
poses. First, they establish which resources and perfor-
mance criteria are fundamental and which are largely unim-
portant. Second, they demarcate what is possible from what
is impossible, providing design insights into operating at the
boundary, that is, principles for optimal designs. Third, they

define fundamental benchmarks that allow an evaluation of
new creativity algorithms on an absolute scale, rather than
only compared to people or previous technologies. Finally,
they state ideals for pushing people to build technologies
that approach/achieve these absolute limits. Note that the
kinds of informational fundamental limits we consider here
do not take computational complexity into account.

A basis for such a general mathematical systems theory
was given in prior work that formalized the structure of con-
ceptual spaces and computational creativity (Wiggins 2006;
Ritchie 2007; 2012; Hung and Choy 2013; Velardo and Val-
lati 2016). We recently extended this theory to include a
statistical dimension, which further enabled a characteriza-
tion of what is possible and what is impossible in design-
ing computational creativity systems. The result detailed
in (Varshney 2019a) provided a limit theorem on the trade-
off between novelty and quality for a given creative do-
main. The result focused on combinatorial creativity but
also captured transformational creativity as a wholly differ-
ent kind of creativity. This previous work, however, only
considered the technical problem of creativity and excluded
consideration of intentionality—a (human) intent, inspira-
tion, or desire to express something (Collingwood 1938;
Hertzmann 2018; 2020). As described there, “These as-
pects of intent in creativity are irrelevant to the engineering
problem”. Consideration of intentionality is also absent in
previous theories of creativity (Wiggins 2006; Ritchie 2007;
2012; Hung and Choy 2013; Velardo and Vallati 2016).

Yet, it is said—especially in the Western tradition fol-
lowing Romanticism (but see criticisms, e.g. (Wimsatt and
Beardsley 1946))—that communication of meaning in art is
necessary for eliciting an aesthetic experience (Csikszentmi-
halyi and Robinson 1990; Cilliers 1998; Ritchie 2007). For
example considering narration or poetry, (linguistic) mean-
ing is the relation between a linguistic form and communica-
tive intent, where communicative intents are about things
that are outside of language. Communicative intent is dis-
tinct from standing meaning, which is constant across all of
its possible contexts of use (Bender and Koller 2020).

Recent surveys further indicate that people want not just
novelty/quality, but also intentionality and autonomy, to
attribute creativity to an artificial system (Ventura 2019).
These further layers of desiderata for creative systems are
redolent of the three layers of communication put forth by
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Warren Weaver (Shannon and Weaver 1949):
• the technical problem (How accurately can the symbols

of communication be transmitted?),
• the semantic problem (How precisely do transmitted sym-

bols convey the desired meaning?), and
• the effectiveness problem (How effectively does received

meaning affect conduct in the desired way?).
Beyond the technical problem of creativity from prior work
(Varshney 2019a), here we are concerned with incorporating
intentionality to consider the semantic problem of creativity.

Meaning and understanding have long been described as
a key to intelligence (Bender and Koller 2020). Intention is
realized when the system produces an artifact with the goal
of communicating a particular message and the observer re-
liably understands that message from the artifact (Ventura
2019). As such, here, we aim to extend (Varshney 2019a) to
include an intentionality layer, by requiring a creative arti-
fact to not only be novel and high-quality, but also reliably
convey a message.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In the
next section, we summarize our past theoretical framework.
Next we extend that framework by considering the commu-
nicative intent of intentionality. Finally, we conclude.

Review of Mathematical Formalisms and
Limits of Creativity

We first review the existing formalism and resultant limit
theorems for the technical problem of combinatorial creativ-
ity. For brevity, here we restrict to finite artifacts, but see
(Varshney 2019a) for extensions. To facilitate exposition of
the mathematical formalism, we use culinary creativity as a
running example.

The basic idea is to formalize the conceptual space for
combinatorial creativity, to formalize the two dimensions of
merit (novelty and quality), and to formalize a general de-
scription of a computational creativity algorithm that oper-
ates in the conceptual space to optimize the tradeoff between
novelty and quality.
Definition 1. A component is an atomic unit in the creative
domain, drawn from the set ⌦, from which artifacts are con-
structed.

In culinary, this would be the list of possible ingredients
that people eat.
Definition 2. A discrete artifact is an unordered combina-
torial object ↵ selected from the power set 2⌦ of possible
components, ⌦, that define the creative domain.

In culinary, this would be a specific recipe, expressed in
terms of its ingredients (and not amounts or instructions).1

Definition 3. The known set is a set of artifacts that are
already known in the creative domain, ⇥, also called the
inspiration set. In the discrete case, ⇥ ✓ 2⌦ 2 22

⌦

.
1For brevity, we focus on ingredient lists, but extensions to

structured objects like sequential recipes (which may be repre-
sented as directed acyclic graphs) or music compositions with non-
commutative novelty and quality functions follow directly.

In culinary, this may be all recipes in published cook-
books, or recipes a given person has cooked/eaten.
Definition 4. Novelty is determined using a non-negative
function, in the discrete case, s : 2⌦ ⇥ 22

⌦ 7! R+ that
measures the surprise of a given artifact ↵0 in the presence
of a known set ⇥.

A particular novelty measure that was considered is the
empirical Bayesian surprise (Itti and Baldi 2006; 2009;
Baldi and Itti 2010; Varshney 2019b). If we let the prior
probability distribution of artifacts in the known set ⇥ be
P✓, the creation of a new artifact ↵ will update it to a pos-
terior distribution P✓|↵. Then the Bayesian surprise s(↵,⇥)
for a given artifact with respect to the inspiration set ⇥ is

s(↵,⇥) =

Z

⇥
P✓|↵ log

P✓|alpha

P✓
d✓.

Notice that such a Bayesian notion of surprise is an
expectation-based novelty measure (Grace and Maher 2019)
with respect to the prior P✓. When there is lack of absolute
continuity, we have an infinite value that indicates transfor-
mational creativity in a kind of hierarchy (Wiggins 2019).
Definition 5. Quality is determined using a non-negative
function q : 2⌦ 7! R+ that measures the utility of a given
discrete artifact ↵0.

In culinary, quality may be a measure of flavor derived
from the hedonic psychophysics of olfactory perception.
Definition 6. A creativity algorithm G is a probabilistic pro-
cess PA(↵) that produces a set of n artifacts {↵i}ni=1.

This view of creativity as stochastic sampling in the con-
ceptual space is very general. In degenerate forms, such a
definition encompasses generative algorithms that enumer-
ate the entire space or optimization algorithms that directly
and deterministically generate just n = 1 possibility.

With this formalism in place, the fundamental tradeoff be-
tween the average quality and average surprise produced by
sampling algorithm PA(↵) is cast as follows.

S(Q) = max
PA(↵):E[q(A)]�Q

E[s(A,⇥)].

This is not only a limit theorem, but also implies an optimal
creativity algorithm, the extremal P ⇤

A(↵),

P ⇤
A(↵) = arg max

PA(↵):E[q(A)]�Q
E[s(A,⇥)].

Quite unexpectedly, when taking s(·) as Bayesian surprise,
using techniques from information geometry, the result is a
flipped version of Shannon’s capacity-cost function (Shan-
non 1948; 1959; Varshney 2008).
Theorem 1 (Varshney (2019)). The fundamental tradeoff
between novelty and quality in combinatorial creativity is
given by the following expression:

S(Q) = max
PA(↵):E[q(A)]�Q

I(A,⇥). (1)

Intriguingly, creativity has an equivalence to information
transmission, with quality playing the role of energy and
novelty playing the role of information rate. All of this, how-
ever, without communicative intent from the creator.
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Introducing Intentionality
Now we extend the formalism to bring intentionality into the
picture. In particular, we formalize intentionality as the need
to reliably communicate a message m from the creator to an
audience member using creative artifacts ↵, where percep-
tion of the message-bearing part of the creative artifact (the
signal) is modeled as a noisy channel with transition prob-
ability assignment pÂ|A. Here ↵̂ are perceived signals, de-
coded as messages m̂. Now the goal is to communicate so
error probability, Pr[m 6= m̂], via creative artifacts is arbi-
trarily small.

For reliable communication alone, the limiting informa-
tion rate, R, is the channel capacity C. If there are con-
straints on the signaling strategy, this may be reduced. Due
to the noisy channel coding theorem, this fundamental limit
of channel capacity is given as follows.
Theorem 2 (Shannon (1948)). The fundamental limit of re-
liable communication in the presence of noise under the in-
put constraint requiring the input distribution to be in the
family P is the channel capacity

C(P) = max
PA(↵)2P

I(A; Â). (2)

Now we essentially combine Theorem 1 (information ge-
ometry argument) with Theorem 2 (random coding argu-
ment) to get a limit theorem for creativity with intentionality.
The detailed proof is omitted for brevity; a sketch is given.
Theorem 3. For a given perception channel pÂ|A and
known set ⇥, we require a minimal amount of average qual-
ity Q and minimal novelty S, then the maximum information
rate of communicative intent R that can be reliably trans-
mitted is:

C(Q,S) = max
PA(↵):E[q(A)]�Q,I(A,⇥)�S

I(Â;A).

Proof. Notice that Eq. (2) in Theorem 2 holds for any con-
strained family of input distributions P . Here we choose
P = {PA(↵) : E[q(A)] � Q, I(A,⇥) � S} to satisfy the
novelty and quality constraints and the result follows. De-
tailed arguments are needed to ensure that asymptotic argu-
ments have appropriate interaction.

Again details omitted for brevity, but the information-
theoretic optimization problem in Theorem 3 can be refor-
mulated in a dual formulation as an optimization of novelty
under quality and communicative intent constraints as:

S(Q,R) = max
PA(↵):E[q(A)]�Q,I(Â;A)�R

I(A,⇥).

to become more along the lines of the form of Eq. (1) in The-
orem 1, which is a constrained optimization for novelty. As
we can see in this form, the requirement for positive com-
municative intent rate may decrease the novelty that can be
achieved, when the mutual information constraint is active.

Note that there is a natural Markov relationship as Â $
A $ ⇥, based on the order of how variates are chosen.
Hence, the constraint will indeed often be active.

In a third alternative form as a constrained optimization
for quality, one can likewise observe that the communicative
intent requirement may reduce the achievable quality.

As far as we know, this is the first characterization of how
introducing intentionality into combinatorial creativity may
reduce achievable novelty and quality.

With this limit expression in hand, we can also notice a
formal connection to the information bottleneck functional
(Tishby, Pereira, and Bialek 1999; Gilad-Bachrach, Navot,
and Tishby 2003) which has become prevalent in the ma-
chine learning community and can be thought of as ex-
pressing the idea of minimal sufficient statistics with re-
spect to a relevance variable. In particular, both settings are
mutual information optimization under mutual information
constraints but with the inequality going the other way. For
creativity, one term is concerned with communication and
the other with novelty, whereas for sufficient statistics, one
term is still communication but the other is relevance. In
this sense, it is interesting to think about novelty as a kind
of irrelevance to the inspiration set (irrelevance rather than
relevance due to the reversed inequality).

Conclusion
In this paper, we have summarized our recent work in en-
gineering systems theory that uses information geometry to
establish the fundamental limits of creativity and that may
therefore be of interest to researchers in computational cre-
ativity. Importantly, (Varshney 2019a) had dismissed the
role of intentionality in creativity when establishing limit
theorems for the technical problem of creativity.

Here we have therefore brought intentionality back into
the picture and established a further limit theorem for inten-
tional creativity, connecting our previous limits of creativ-
ity with Shannon’s previous limits of reliable communica-
tion. This investigation of semantic creativity shows that re-
quiring communicative intent may reduce the quality and/or
novelty of creative artifacts that are generated. Moreover,
connections to the information bottleneck in machine learn-
ing essentially show that novelty in creativity can be thought
of as a kind of irrelevance to the inspiration set.

Going forward, it will be of interest to compute funda-
mental limits with and without intentionality in given cre-
ative domains, and to compare them with the performance
of existing computational creativity algorithms.
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